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Numerical methods based on the Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) and Large Eddy
Simulation (LES) equations are applied to the thermal prediction of ﬂows representative of
those found in and around electronics systems and components. Low Reynolds number
ﬂows through a heated ribbed channel, around a heated cube and within a complex elec-
tronics system case are investigated using linear and nonlinear LES models, hybrid RANS–
LES and RANS–Numerical-LES (RANS–NLES) methods. Flow and heat transfer predictions
using these techniques are in good agreement with each other and experimental data for
a range of grid resolutions. Using second order central differences, the RANS–NLES method
performs well for all simulations.
 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been used in the electronics industry to aid in the rapid design of electronics
components and systems for many years. The main aim is to accurately predict heat transfer processes in the product so that
a design can be optimised and reliability can be assured. The continuing trend towards smaller devices and increasing power
densities fuels the need to make the correct design choices early in the design cycle, hence, accurate thermal predictions are
now more important than ever. Effects adversely affecting the accurate modelling of electronics systems and the challenges
faced by thermal engineers are discussed by Lasance [1–3] and Joshi et al. [4], whilst an overview of the tools available and
their use is given by Tucker [5], Rodgers and Eveloy [6] and Dhinsa et al. [7].
The typical CFD methods used in the electronics design process are based on simple RANS turbulence models. Originally
designed for use in the aerospace industry, statistical RANS models were never meant for use with complex geometries and
time dependent ﬂows such as those found at off design conditions in aerospace (for example, aerofoils at high angles of at-
tack or aircraft landing gear). Similar ﬂow conditions are often found in electronics systems, as these generally contain bluff
bodies, sharp corners and bends creating strong streamline curvature and time dependent ﬂow features. Hence we turn to
LES and hybrid RANS-(N)LES methods as alternatives as have been pursued in the aerospace industry. The way in which
aerospace and electronics type ﬂows can be related is discussed by Tucker and Liu [8] and Shur et al. [9], Tucker [10] shows
the use of RANS models for these complex time dependent ﬂows is unsuitable. The use of wall functions over a surface and
using a RANS model, generally over predicts the heat transfer coefﬁcient, resulting in apparently lower surface temperatures
[11]. This could later lead to overheating and device failure.
Because RANS simulations are heavily dependent on the turbulence model employed, empirical constants and wall func-
tions [11,12], results can be misleading or unreliable. It seems unlikely that any RANS models will be able to overcome these. All rights reserved.
ax: +44 1223 337596.
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od capable of resolving time dependent ﬂow features such as separation, reattachment, recirculation and vortex shedding is
required. LES has been applied to problematic ﬂows in the aerospace industry with limited success due to the high near wall
grid demands and the associated computational expense. Hybrid approaches using economical RANS near walls and LES
elsewhere have shown some promise. One of the ﬁrst hybrid approaches was Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) suggested
by Spalart et al. [13] and has been used with some success, especially for external ﬂows.
The behaviour of turbulence models is dependent on the Reynolds number of the ﬂow, with most electronics ﬂows being
at low and transitional Reynolds numbers. For aerospace ﬂows, it may be at least 2045 until LES can be used successfully
[14]. However, due to the low Reynolds numbers and less stringent accuracy requirements for electronics CFD (to within
±10% of experimental data would be acceptable for electronics) make (N)LES methods a more viable option. Only the unre-
solved subgrid scale (SGS) eddies (those smaller than the grid resolution and are mostly dissipative) are modelled in (N)LES.
Hence, solutions are much less dependent on the turbulence model used. NLES does not rely on an explicit SGS model but
relies on numerical dissipation to remove the correct amount of energy from the ﬂow. There is therefore, a wealth of meth-
ods and models to choose from depending on problem type, time limitations and accuracy requirements. Three geometries
of increasing complexity have been chosen (see Figs. 1–3) to test the methods used, as the accuracy of RANS simulations has
been shown to decline rapidly with increasing geometrical complexity.
The heated ribbed channel and array of cubes are intended to represent an idealised circuit board with integrated circuits,
whereas the complex CPU case represents a simpliﬁed electronics system case. These simpliﬁcations are similar to methods
currently used in industry [15] and are therefore justiﬁed. The heated ribbed channel is based on the work of Acharya et al.
[16]. In this original work, the standard k  e and nonlinear k  e model of Speziale [17] are compared with experimental
data. The nonlinear model slightly improved turbulence intensities although results were similar in both cases. The majority
of CFD calculations in this application area make use of the high Reynolds number form of the k  e model [12], however,
Iacovides and Raisee [18] show that low Reynolds number eddy viscosity models are required for the prediction of ﬂow
around rib roughened turbine blades at Re = 20,000. Work on similar rib-roughened channels by Tafti [19], Viswanathan
and Tafti [20] showed the Dynamic Smagorinsky LES model seemed insensitive to grid resolution whereas the quasi-DNS
(coarse Direct Numerical Simulation) showed clear differences and under-predicted heat transfer. DES compared well with
experimental data whereas RANS failed to capture key ﬂow features.
The heated cube case is based on the work of Meinders and Hanjalic´ [21] which has also been studied by various groups
numerically in the 8th ERCOFTAC/IAHR/COST Workshop on Reﬁned Turbulence Modelling [22]. Generally RANS is shown to
perform poorly compared to time dependent solutions such as LES or hybrid RANS-(N)LES. van der Velde et al. [23] perform
NLES (DNS on a grid too coarse to be called a true DNS) using a 1003 grid with temperatures being predicted well. Similarly
Mathey et al. [24] also use a 1003 grid to perform an LES simulation. Thermal predictions were good except for around the
base of the cube, where temperatures were over predicted. Dhinsa et al. [25,12] studied ﬂow over a cube and found no RANS
model to consistently improve results. It was also found that the popular k  emodel struggled to perform well or accurately
capture turbulent phenomenon even for simple geometries. Modelling a ﬂow past a square cylinder, Wienken et al. [26]
found that the k  e and Reynolds Stress Model were not capable of capturing the large scale ﬂow structures in the wake
of the body, in contrast LES proved to perform well.
Although CFD simulations are generally accepted as a design tool, there is still quite some scope for modelling errors.
Chung and Tucker [27] show that periodicity may not be assumed until around ﬁve repetitions in the studied ribbed chan-
nels, however this number may increase with increased Re. Fig. 4 shows that by choosing different RANS models to predict
the ribbed channel Nusselt number distribution, the predictive accuracy can vary dramatically and heat transfer (Nu) is gen-
erally over predicted. Although more complex nonlinear RANS models such as the k  l/EASM and k  l/Cubic improve re-
sults, they can be problematic to converge. For these reasons various modelling choices such as which RANS model to
use, would be a burden to the end user. The methods proposed here strive to reduce modelling dependence and to allow
consistent, accurate thermal predictions.Fig. 1. Ribbed channel schematic.
Fig. 2. Heated cube schematics.
Fig. 3. CPU case schematic.
Fig. 4. Nusselt number results using various RANS models.
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4.2, 4.3), ﬂow details are only brieﬂy discussed to provide an overview. An assessment of heat transfer prediction capabilities
and suitability for use in the design process are the focus of this work and more attention is thus given to the relevant
sections.
2. Modelling approaches
2.1. Governing equations
The governing equations for (U)RANS and (N)LES may be expressed as Eqs. (1)–(3)@~uj
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: ð3ÞFluid velocity, density, dynamic viscosity, periodically reduced static pressure, periodic temperature, time and spatial coor-
dinate are denoted by ~ui;q;l; ~p; eT ; t and xj respectively. The subscripts i = 1–3 represent the streamwise, vertical and span-
wise directions respectively. The tilde deﬁnes whether ensemble averaging or spatial ﬁltering is to be used giving (U)RANS
and (N)LES solutions. The mean temperature and pressure gradients for the periodic streamwise direction are given by a and
b (see [28]). These are calculated using (5) and (4). Both the (U)RANS and (N)LES formulations lead to extra terms requiring
the stress and heat ﬂux tensor to be modelled, thus closing the set of equations. Here, lT denotes whether a RANS or SGS
model is used to obtain the eddy viscosity. For linear eddy viscosity models this additional viscosity is added to the dynamic
viscosity to model the turbulent stress tensor. Heat ﬂux modelling is discussed later, in Section 2.5bnew ¼ bold  q
ðQnew  Q0Þ  0:5ðQold  Q0Þ
0:5DtHzmax
 
: ð4ÞA mean pressure gradient (4) is used to drive the periodic ﬂow in the ribbed channel and the array of cubes but is not
necessary for the CPU case. Here, Q0 is the volume ﬂow rate with Hzmax giving the cross sectional area of the channel. The
subscripts ‘new’ and ‘old’ represent new and old time levels. In the ribbed channel, the mean temperature gradient (5) is used
to remove heat from the streamwise direction to prevent heat build up in the system via the constant heat ﬂux q00wa ¼ q
00
w
qcpHU0
: ð5Þ2.2. LES
For the most common RANS and LES models, the typical Boussinesq approximation with only linear terms is used and the
turbulent stresses become notionally isotropic. Linear models are known to be inaccurate in describing the complex aniso-
tropic stresses in a ﬂow and nonlinear models have been developed for RANS [29,30] and LES [31,32] to better capture the
ﬂow, although the added complexity increases computation time. Several LES turbulence models are compared here includ-
ing the linear Smagorinsky [33] and Yoshizawa [34] SGS models. For these, the minimum of the LES volumetric ﬁlter width
and jy (for Samgorinsky) or the k  l RANS model ll and le (for Yoshizawa) length-scales is taken to improve near wall
behaviour, also giving a naturally smooth interface. For the nonlinear Leray, Alpha and Kosovic´ models, the additional non-
linear terms are added as source terms to the linear Yoshizawa model. Nonlinear LES models require a smaller discretisation
error to prevent the inﬂuence of the more reﬁned turbulence model being masked by numerical errors, which can be larger
than explicit modelling terms [35–38]. In an attempt to improve numerical ﬁdelity, fourth order central difference convec-
tive terms were tested for the nonlinear LES models. The use of more modest grids and perhaps higher order methods to
reduce numerical dissipation may allow a particular nonlinear model to prove useful. Further details for all LES models
can be found in Tyacke [39], Liu et al. [40].
2.3. RANS–LES
This hybrid RANS–LES method involves the RANS model of Wolfshtein [41] near the wall and the LES model of Yoshizawa
[34] away from walls. Due to the similarities in the equations, only constants and length scales need to be changed between
the RANS and LES regions. The transport of turbulent kinetic energy can be expressed as Eq. (6)q
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eT ¼ Cek3=2T =le: ð8ÞThe turbulent viscosity is given bylT ¼ qClllk1=2: ð9Þ
The length scales for the RANS and LES regions are deﬁned asle;RANS ¼ 2:4yð1 exp0:263y Þ; ð10Þ
ll;RANS ¼ 2:4yð1 exp0:016y Þ; ð11Þ
le;LES ¼ ll;LES ¼ ðDxDyDzÞ1=3: ð12ÞHere y ¼ yqk1=2T =l and for RANS regions, Ce and Cl are 1.0 and 0.09, respectively. Similarly, for LES regions, Ce and Cl are 1.05
and 0.07.
Due to the mismatch in length scales between the RANS and LES regions, length scales are smoothed based on a multi-
grid restriction operator [42]. No accumulation of smoothing occurs as the length scales are re-calculated prior to smoothing
at each iteration. Due to the re-circulative traits of these ﬂows, this smoothing also brings about a natural smoothing of the
turbulent viscosity. For further details and discussion of this method see Tucker and Davidson [42].
2.4. RANS–NLES
Similar to the RANS–LES method already mentioned, the Wolfshtein RANS model [41] is used near walls. A modiﬁed wall
distance function is used to smoothly blend the RANS length scale to a value of zero in the NLES region. This is based on a
Hamilton–Jacobi equation described by Tucker and Liu [43]. Similar to the RANS–LES method, the solution is completely
NLES by 10% of the rib or cube height. Numerical dissipation used in this method stems from the discretisation of spatial
and temporal terms and low level terms left fully implicit in the CFD code [43]. Previous work on these cases [44–46]
provides considerable motivation to investigate reductions in mesh size and different discretisation schemes using hybrid
RANS-(N)LES methods. The ﬁrst reason is to reduce computation time, the second is that using NLES relies on suitable
discretisation and the last that nonlinear LES may also beneﬁt from higher numerical ﬁdelity.
2.5. Thermal modelling
For all computations the eddy diffusivity model below is usedhj ¼  lTPrT
@eT
@xj
: ð13ÞSimilar to the addition of the eddy viscosity to obtain an effective viscosity to model the stress tensor, the effective thermal
diffusivity is then obtainedC ¼ l
Pr
þ lT
PrT
: ð14ÞDue to the signiﬁcant difference in the values of turbulent Prandtl number used in the RANS and LES regions, the harmonic
mean of the diffusion coefﬁcient is taken. This may take the following form for the current scheme, where cell faces lie half-
way between nodesC ¼ 2Ci;j;kCi;jþ1;k
Ci;j;k þ Ci;jþ1;k : ð15ÞExpressions for other directions may be obtained in a similar manner.
3. Conﬁguration, boundary conditions and numerical details
3.1. Ribbed channel
The ﬁrst and most simple test case is a rib in a heated channel. This could represent a simpliﬁed board in an electronics
system. This was ﬁrst studied by Acharya et al. [16] and later work on this particular case has also been performed by Liu
et al. [44]. This is the most basic test case studied here, in time being essentially a two-dimensional ﬂow. However complex
time dependent ﬂow features created include separation, reattachment, recirculation and vortex shedding.
This ﬂow has a Reynolds number of 14,200 based on the bulk velocity, U0 and the channel height, H. The ribbed channel is
shown in Fig. 1. In the stream-wise and span-wise directions (x and z respectively), periodic boundary conditions are applied
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rib is adiabatic. Impermeability and no-slip conditions are applied at walls. Surfaces not pertaining to heat transfer are trea-
ted as adiabatic.
Flow parameters for the ribbed channel are shown in Table 1.
For this case, the turbulent Prandtl number, PrT is taken as 0.9 for RANS regions and 0.4 for LES regions. Because of this
change in PrT in hybrid simulations, (15) is used to provide the harmonic mean.
To study heat transfer, the local Nusselt number at the wall is calculated using (16)Nu ¼ q
00
wDh
kðTwðxÞ  TbðxÞÞ : ð16ÞHere, Tw(x) and Tb(x) are the spanwise-averaged wall and bulk temperatures in the x-direction and the thermal conduc-
tivity k = lCp/Pr.3.2. Cube array
The second test case is an array of wall mounted cubes in a channel, one of which has a copper core maintained at a con-
stant temperature (Tcore). This represents idealised integrated circuits in a more complex system. This case has been studied
experimentally by Meinders et al. [47] and modelled by various groups (see [22]). This ﬂow is more challenging than the
ribbed channel creating more 3D turbulence effects. Similar to the ribbed channel, the ﬂow includes separation, recirculation
and vortex shedding at various points around the cube(s). Additional complexity is introduced via an epoxy layer surround-
ing the constant temperature heat source requiring conjugate heat transfer to be solved (see Fig. 2(b)). Therefore conduction
is solved within the epoxy layer and convection in the air ﬂowing around it.
Because the cube is surrounded by other cubes (see Fig. 2(a)), the ﬂow ﬁeld is periodic in the stream-wise and span-wise
directions. The mean pressure gradient used to drive the ﬂow is given by (4). Since only one cube is heated, the inlet tem-
perature of the ﬂow is maintained at a ﬁxed reference temperature (Tref) and so is not periodic. No slip and impermeability
conditions are applied at walls and adiabatic conditions are applied to surfaces other than the cube. The epoxy at the base of
the cube is maintained at 46 C. Since only one cube is heated and modelled, for brevity, this case may also be referred to as
the heated cube.
Flow parameters for this case are shown in Table 2 and material properties of the air and epoxy are given in Table 3.
For this case, the turbulent Prandtl number, PrT is taken as 0.9 for RANS regions and 0.6 for LES regions. The turbulent
Prandtl number can be obtained through experimental studies, chosen through other simulations or by more analytical
means. The value of PrT = 0.6 is chosen here instead of 0.4 as for the ribbed channel following the previous studies of Mathey
et al. [24], Hemida and Krajnovic´ [48], Zhong and Tucker [45]. As in the ribbed channel the harmonic mean is taken for the
diffusion coefﬁcients.Table 1
Ribbed channel parameters.
Rib height (m) 0.00635 Re 14,200
Channel height (m) 0.061 U0 (ms1) 3.6
Channel width (m) 0.06 q00w (W m
2) 280
Channel length (m) 0.127 Pr 0.7
Hydraulic diameter, Dh (m) 0.1016
Table 2
Cube ﬂow parameters.
Cube height H (m) 0.015 Re 13,000
Epoxy thickness (m) 0.0015 U0 (m s1) 3.86
Channel height (m) 0.051 _m (kg s1) 13.70  103
Channel width (m) 0.06 Tref (C) 20
Channel length (m) 0.06 Tcore (C) 75
Table 3
Air and epoxy properties.
Property Air Epoxy
Density, q (kg/m2) 1.16 1150.0
Viscosity, l (m2/s) 4.1818  106 –
Thermal conductivity, k (kg m/s3 K) 0.0257 0.236
Speciﬁc heat, Cp (m2/s2 K) 1007.0 1668.5
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H k dTdxi
 
s
Ts  T1 : ð17ÞThe subscript ‘s’ represents the surface value by taking the harmonic mean of the air and epoxy conductivities similar to Eq.
(15). Hence ks and Ts are the surface conductivity and temperatures respectively. (dT/dxi)s is the temperature gradient across
the epoxy–air interface, with i depending on the direction of the proﬁle path.
3.3. CPU case
The most challenging test case is a simpliﬁed CPU case. Much of the challenge lies in deﬁning the boundary conditions on
the many details of this system including several inlet/outlets, grills and fans. By electronics standards the fans are relatively
large and so produce correspondingly higher Reynolds number ﬂows. In the upper channel a heater element is modelled to
study heat transfer just after the ﬂow undergoes a 180 turn. Studies similar to this have shown heat transfer to be sensitive
to upstream disturbances such as a thin ﬁn trip [43] or oscillatory ﬂows [49]. Therefore, this complex ﬂow must be modelled
well for the conditions around the upper channel and heat transfer zone to be correct. Also of interest is the possibility of
different ﬂow regimes occurring due to the inlets/outlets being passive i.e. air may enter or exit depending on the ﬂow con-
ditions. Air is circulated around the inside of the case via two fans, one in the middle section and one at the end of the upper
channel. The abundance of grills, blocks and surfaces generates a highly complex ﬂow including ﬂow features such as sep-
aration, reattachment, local and non-local circulation regions of strong streamline curvature and impingement with the pos-
sibility of transition from laminar to turbulent ﬂow. The geometry consequently makes grid generation a challenge.
Non-slip and impermeability conditions are set at all walls and the ratio of Grashof and Reynolds numbers Gr/Re2 is low
(<0.01) so bouyancy effects can be ignored [43]. At inlets/outlets, the total pressure is ﬁxed and the normal velocity set to
conserve mass, while other velocity components are set to zero. At each iteration the above boundary conditions are set
as the ﬂow directions are not known initially and can change with time. Lasance [3] notes that modelling ventilation grills
by merely increasing the ﬂow resistance may be too simple and that it is simply impossible to capture all details of the ﬂow
affecting heat transfer. A previous study has shown the inlet turbulent intensity did not have signiﬁcant effect on the proﬁles
presented [43]. This may be due to elements of interest (for example the heater element) not being near the fans or grills.
This may be explained by the coherent jet structures breaking down to a more homogeneous state, supported by the data of
Baelmans et al. [50] showing that local ﬂow phenomena are only important around grills/screens if components are placed
within 5–10 times the diameter of the holes.Fig. 5. Heat transfer coefﬁcient and surface temperature proﬁles for constant y- and z-planes.
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Fig. 6. CPU proﬁle paths.
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to help determine minimum grid requirements for use in industry as the lower resolution grid has 530,145 cells versus the
ﬁner grids 4,074,037 cells, a factor of nearly 8. Details of the grids used can be found in Table 7.
The interface between the RANS and LES regions is set at y+ = 30 and smoothed using a multi-grid restriction operator.
This is due to the changes in geometrical scales in various regions of the case making a ﬂow-based interface more sensible.
Here an average of the wall shear stress obtained from previous URANS simulations was used to set a ﬁxed RANS-(N)LES
interface.
The local Nusselt number obtained at the heater element is deﬁned asTable 4
Compar
Mod
DtNux ¼ qðx x0ÞkðTs  TrefÞ ; ð18Þwhere q is the measured convective heat ﬂux, Ts and Tref are the surface and reference temperatures respectively and k is the
thermal conductivity of air. More speciﬁc details concerning these values can be found in Liu [46].
3.4. Code details
The ﬁnite volume code of Tucker [51] is employed. The structured Cartesian nature of this code is ideally suited to incom-
pressible electronics ﬂows as it does not carry extra computational overhead of an unstructured solver and naturally ﬁts
square electronics geometries. The velocity and pressure variables are staggered to increase energy conservation properties,
an important aspect for LES simulations. Pressure–velocity coupling is achieved using the SIMPLE algorithm [52]. Standard
second order central differencing (CD2) is used for all spatial terms except for hybrid RANS–NLES simulations using the sec-
ond order upwind (2UP), QUICK (Q) [53] and second and fourth order central difference (CD4) schemes for convective terms.
The QUICK scheme is third order accurate with an upwind bias of one node. For temporal discretisation the Crank–Nicolson
scheme is used. Higher order schemes should provide higher ﬁdelity simulations at a given grid resolution. A cyclic TDMA
algorithm [28] is used in the periodic spanwise direction of the ribbed channel. The TDMA solver is also used in the y-direc-
tion of both periodic cases. All other directions of the cases are treated with the Gauss–Seidel algorithm. No-slip and imper-
meability conditions were applied at walls.
3.5. Computational expense
As can be seen in Table 4, the nonlinear LES models on average, carry substantial increases in computational effort. For
this table, L represents linear, NL, nonlinear and Dt is the time per iteration. The most expensive models include nonlinear
LES and the CD4 scheme. Using the CD4 scheme required around 50% more iterations per time step to converge.
3.6. Grid details
To investigate the effect of resolution, several grids are used. Grids are stretched towards all boundaries (except for a uni-
form grid in the spanwise direction for the ribbed channel). This aids in capturing the boundary layer and heat transfer re-
gions both containing large gradients, whilst also allowing higher resolution of the separated region downstream of
obstacles. In the cube case, grids are also stretched towards the copper and epoxy interfaces. For the 2D RANS simulations
in the introduction, a grid of 199  142, known to be grid independent, is used. The size of each grid is given in Tables 5–7.
Although some ﬁrst off wall node distances are perhaps a little large compared to a typical boundary layer dominated
simulation, the grids were purposefully coarsened to aid in ﬁnding where grid resolution becomes too poor for meaningful
results to be obtained. Studying the same cube case, Rautaheimo and Siikonen [54] use a grid with the ﬁrst off wall grid dis-
tance of around 1 < y+ < 5. A further comparison can be made with the grid used by van der Velde et al. [23]. This group used
a stretched grid of 1003 to perform a kind of DNS (though not a fully resolved DNS). Using a grid of 1003 and a ﬁrst off wall
node distance of y+ = 3, Mathey et al. [24] note through previous work that results are not particularly sensitive to the near-
wall grid resolution or SGS model. It is considered that it is the geometrical features that are dominant here and that it is not
as important to highly resolve the near wall region as it is to capture the dominant large vortices that are responsible for
increasing heat transfer. The capabilities of LES methods using lower resolution grids is useful for its application in industry,
where computational economy is of great importance.
To identify the exact model used, the turbulence model, discretisation scheme and grid label (as in Tables 5–7) are used in
order. Linear and nonlinear LES models are abbreviated, RL denotes RANS–LES and RN, RANS–NLES models. For RANS–NLES
models, CD2, CD4, Q and 2U represent standard second order central difference, fourth order central difference, QUICK andison of computation time for each model.
el LES (L) LES (NL) Hybrid (CD2) Hybrid (2UP/Q) LES (NL CD4)
1.0 1.6 1.2 1.3 1.9
Table 5
Ribbed channel grid details.
Label x  y  z Total cells yþwall Dx+ Dy+ Dz+
A 121  112  67 907,984 2 5–40 2–30 20
B 121  112  33 447,216 2 5–40 2–30 40
C 62  57  17 60,078 3.5 10–80 3.5–60 80
Table 6
Heated cube grid details.
Label x  y  z Total cells yþwall D x+ Dy+ Dz+
A 109  109  109 1,295,029 2 2.5–30 2–30 2.5–30
B 75  75  75 421,875 2 2.5–50 2–60 2.5–50
C 53  51  53 143,259 3 7–60 4–80 7–60
D 41  45  41 75,645 4 10–70 7–100 10–70
Table 7
CPU case grid details.
Label x  y  z Total cells yþwall D x+ Dy+ Dz+
A 209  193  101 4,074,037 1 2–32 2–28 2–32
B 105  99  51 530,145 2 3–64 2–57 4–64
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mark the grid resolution, the grid label is ﬁnally added.4. Results and discussion
4.1. Ribbed channel results
4.1.1. Flow structure
Fig. 7(a) shows the time averaged ﬂow over the rib. From this we can see the general features of the ﬂow. After separation
from the top of the rib, a large recirculation bubble is formed, after which the ﬂow reattaches on the heated ﬂoor of the chan-
nel. Smaller recirculation regions can be seen around the bottom corners of the rib and a shallow one on top of the rib. From
the instantaneous Fig. 7(b), the top half of the channel can be seen to display an almost laminar ﬂow, indicating a ﬁne grid is
not required here. The similar results obtained using different resolution grids indicates this is not due to additional damping
introduced by the coarsening of the grid towards the centre of the channel. Use of stretched grids reﬂects the less inﬂuential
ﬂow regions through grid coarsening. Also in this ﬁgure, vortices can be seen shedding from the rib and travelling down-
stream. Panigrahi [55] notes from experimental data that eddies do not break up in the reattachment region as is tradition-
ally believed and vortices can be seen to persist for some distance downstream. The instantaneous (time dependent) ﬂow is
much more complex than the time averaged ﬂow which is similar to what one would expect from a RANS model. It is these
complex time dependent eddies which increase the turbulent heat transfer through turbulent mixing and subsequent trans-
port of heat away from the heat source. The ﬂow separates from the rear corner of the rib and heat transfer is increased in theFig. 7. Rib stream traces, mid-z-plane.
J. Tyacke, P. Tucker / Applied Mathematical Modelling 36 (2012) 3112–3133 3121reattachment region, akin to an impinging jet. The substantial movement of the reattachment location in time prevents any
signiﬁcant boundary layer forming and heat is transported more directly to the surrounding ﬂuid by large eddies generated
by the separated shear layer. The capability to resolve these turbulent motions in time enables the convection of heat to be
captured accurately.
4.1.2. Average errors
To be able to get an overview of each models performance, errors are averaged for proﬁles at different locations. Where
experimental data does not coincide with numerical nodes, a stiff quadratic spline is used to acquire an interpolated value.
Full details and plots of all proﬁles can be found in Tyacke [39]. The average errors of each variable over all proﬁle locations is
presented in the Appendix A (Tables A.8, A.9, A.10). The following equation is used to calculate the errors, where the sub-
scripts exp and num refer to experimental and numerical data respectively.Error/ ¼
Pm
i¼1j/exp  /numjPm
i¼1/exp
: ð19ÞThe resulting absolute errors give no indication of the overall effect of each model. Therefore, a ‘+’ or ‘’ is preﬁxed to show
whether the error is mostly positive or negative respectively. Subsequent tables are also provided for the heated cube and
CPU case. The following discussions will focus on some details of the obtained results. Selected data is given here for demon-
strative purposes. Full results may be observed in Tyacke [39].
4.1.3. Mean velocity distributions
Mean streamwise velocity distributions are shown for several axial locations of the ribbed channel in Fig. 8. Locations at x/
h = 10, 10.5 and 11.1 correspond to the centre of the rib, the east face and a small distance downstream respectively. Apart
from x/h = 2.3, all other locations are downstream. Towards the centre of the channel, agreement among each model and
with experimental data is good. Below y/h = 2, velocities are under predicted downstream of the rib. The RN_Q and RN_2UP
schemes both show excellent agreement with the other numerical and experimental data. An incorrect distribution of veloc-
ity can be seen for RN_CD2_C at different y/h locations, where the mean velocity is under-predicted around the wake. This
may be due to lack of resolution near the rib surface to capture the separating shear layer. Overall agreement between dif-
ferent models and grid densities is satisfactory.
4.1.4. Higher order statistics
Downstream of the rib, the RN_2UP model over-predicts the streamwise velocity ﬂuctuations u0u01=2 around y/h = 2. This
is around the vortex shedding region, where an upwind stencil may not be suitable. Except for the proﬁles immediately
downstream of the rib (after x/h = 11.1) where the shear layer from the top rib surface produces sharp peaks, streamwise
velocity ﬂuctuations are well predicted, all models showing similar results. Proﬁles for 10 6 x/h 6 11.1 are not captured well
below y/h = 2 using RN_2UP possibly due to the changing direction of the ﬂow causing the stencil to switch directions reg-
ularly, or the introduction of other numerical effects such as false diffusion. This is a drawback of upwinded schemes and can
produce unpredictable results. Most models under-predict the turbulent ﬂuctuations in the recirculation and may to a large
extent explain the under-prediction of heat transfer in this region. Outside of regions of high anisotropy the linear Smago-
rinsky model is able to make a more reasonable approximation to the residual stresses. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the norma-
lised shear stresses are mostly under-predicted, the peaks being effected by discretisation scheme in the RANS–NLES models.0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0
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positions are again incorrect. Both the Leray and Smagorinsky models are almost identical and greatly under-predict the
stresses far downstream of the rib.
4.1.5. Reattachment length
As a measure of the predictive capabilities of the models, the dimensionless reattachment length is compared to the
experimental value in Tables A.8, A.9, A.10. It should be noted that these are dimensionless values, not percentage errors
as in the rest of the tables. The experimental value of the dimensionless reattachment length is LR = 6.0 ± 0.7 [16]. This
has been made dimensionless by dividing by the rib height. The LES models generally produce a shorter reattachment length
than the RANS–NLES cases, except for the ﬁnest grid. The most dissipative models (generally Smagorinsky and Yoshizawa)
show less sensitivity to grid resolution effects. For NLES, numerical dissipation is 100% of the effective turbulent viscosity,
whereas this is a lower percentage for an explicit SGS model. Unfortunately, the interaction of numerical and explicitly
added SGS models is rarely clear a priori. For the lowest resolution grid, the RANS–NLES models using the QUICK and second
order upwind schemes predict a reattachment length outside the experimental range, possibly due to greater diffusion intro-
duced by this grid.
4.1.6. Pressure differentials
Aside from heat transfer, another useful design element would be obtaining the correct pressure differential. This would
allow an engineer to specify the correct fan at minimum cost. Over all simulations there is a range of dp/dx = 4.4–7.4. A high-
er pressure differential would imply a more dissipative overall model, these higher values occur mostly on the coarsest grid.
On the ﬁner grids, the lowest value of dp/dx is only 15% lower than the maximum showing greater consistency in this
respect.
4.1.7. Heat transfer
The local Nusselt number for the ribbed channel is plotted for several models in Fig. 10. On the lower resolution grids, the
RN_2UP model over-predicts Nu just east of the rib. This may be due to the poor modelling of turbulent stresses in the small
recirculation bubble at the south-east corner of the rib. The more diffusive nature of the upwind schemes may be seen to
form the smoother proﬁles of the lowest resolution results. The lowest resolution grid is not able to capture high gradients
in the ﬂow accurately, yet as expected on grid reﬁnement, models converge to a similar solution due to lowered SGS model
inﬂuence. Only results for grids A and C are presented here, as results obtained on grid B are similar to those obtained on grid
A.
Using the average error values, it can be seen that generally, average errors are similar. On grids A and B, each models
performance is nearly the same. The reduced ﬁlter width may move the ﬁlter into a more universal isotropic range of scales
where simple models are more applicable. Using a natural grid-ﬁlter, this similarity at the ﬁner grids is expected. Using grid
B, the Kosovic´ nonlinear model performs well for both CD2 and CD4 spatial schemes. Here CD4 provides an average improve-
ment in Nu prediction of 4% over using the CD2 scheme. Both the RN_2UP and RN_Qmodels improve heat transfer prediction
compared to RN_CD2 here, possibly because of a strong streamwise ﬂow direction, where an upwind biased stencil draws
information from upstream whilst introducing some false diffusion in the reattachment and recirculation region, raising
the rate of heat transfer to the mainstream. For all grids however, the RN_CD2 model predicts Nu well amongst the variety
of SGS models.
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Fig. 10. Nu along the channel ﬂoor.
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Yoshizawa model. Due to effectively increasing the ﬁlter width, it is possible that larger anisotropic turbulent scales are
modelled much better using the nonlinear models. Moving to a CD4 scheme on this grid only brings an average of 1%
improvement which does not seem an adequate gain for the extra computational cost.
The experimental error for the local Nusselt number is ±5% [16], showing most results to be within or near experimental
accuracy. There is a variation between SGS models on the coarsest grid of around 20%, yet the average error does not vary
signiﬁcantly between grids. The doubling of the grid in the z-direction between grids B and A barely inﬂuences the errors.
Generally although the SGS model seemed to have more inﬂuence in this case than the grid, the average variation is only
about ±10%. This demonstrates that this ﬂow is insensitive to SGS modelling which is a great beneﬁt when compared to
the range of results obtained using RANS (see Fig. 4).4.1.8. Ribbed channel discussion
Although a simple geometry, the ﬂow created around the rib is complex. However, using time dependent methods,
encouraging agreement is obtained with experimental data and amongst SGS models. The RANS–NLES models employing
the second order upwind scheme (and to some extent the QUICK scheme) showed some unpredictability when compared
to other ﬂow proﬁles, with most other models performing similarly. Lowering grid resolution increased the role of the
SGS model causing a slightly wider spread of results, though on average, little degradation was detected given the change
in resolution. This would indicate the large vortices generated by the rib are the dominant structures in the ﬂow and not
the boundary layer region. The results would certainly be informative as part of the electronics design process for investi-
gating gross ﬂow features before reﬁnement. The boundary layer region is probably of less importance as it is continually
buffeted by large scale vortices, destroying the typical form of boundary layer turbulence and assumptions that such turbu-
lence modelling is based upon. This top-down type of ﬂow is the most likely to occur in electronics ﬂows as the square com-
ponents are normally tightly packed and the results are therefore promising.4.2. Heated cube results
4.2.1. Flow structure
Time averaged streamtraces are shown for grids B and C in Fig. 11. For both grids, gross ﬂow features such as the horse
shoe vortex are present with contra-rotating vortices found to the rear of the cube (right). Outside the vicinity of the cube,
both ﬂows are almost identical. Recirculation near the cube faces is not well captured using grid C due to lower resolution.
Since main ﬂow features are well captured, it is possible grid nodes may be better distributed, with a higher density near the
cube faces. Various separation and reattachment points generate three-dimensional vortices around each cube. These ﬂow
structures and heat transfer mechanisms are similar to those found in the ribbed channel, and again, increase heat transfer.
These ﬂow features are a time dependent phenomenon and a typical RANS model could never be expected to accurately cap-
ture such ﬂows. A more physically realistic method based on (N)LES is a more obvious choice for accurate thermal
predictions.
Castro et al. [56] studied staggered cube arrays experimentally and their results support the notion that eddy structures
near walls differ signiﬁcantly from those in regular smooth wall ﬂows. They found that the dominant scales of turbulence are
of the same order of magnitude as the obstacle height. This is the trend found in the current work and is also supported by
Fig. 11. Cube streamlines at y/h = 0.25.
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not have signiﬁcant inﬂuence.
4.2.2. Mean velocity distributions
For the cube, mean velocity proﬁles in the y- and z-directions are shown in Fig. 12. The RN_CD2 model on grids B and D
show good overall agreement with experimental data although the lack of resolution using grid D shows more error creeping
into the recirculation region. Meinders and Hanjalic´ [21] detected large gradients on the top and side faces of the cube sug-
gesting these grids lack near wall resolution. The Leray and Yoshizawa models overpredict U above the cube in the core re-
gion leaving the velocity around the cube underpredicted. For proﬁles in the z-direction (Fig. 12(b)), the RANS–NLES models
cause U to be too high at z/H  1.0. In contrast, the Leray and Yoshizawa LES models tend to under-predict U. For grids B and
D, the RN_CD2model seems to perform well in most proﬁles, comparable with the other SGS models tested. Again RANS fails
to capture the correct proﬁle.
4.2.3. Higher order statistics
For the cube, the streamwise and spanwise turbulent stresses are plotted in Fig. 13. For the normal stresses u0u0, errors are
generally reduced with a ﬁner grid (Tables A.11, A.12, A.13, A.14). The RN_Q and RN_CD2 schemes also performed consid-
erably better than the RN_2UP scheme. For w0w0, the RN_2UP model performs similar to the other RANS–NLES schemes,-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
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spanwise direction proves more problematic for most models on grids A and B, though the situation is reversed for grids C
and D where w0w0 is improved over u0u0. This may explain to a large extent why heat transfer is not predicted as well on the
lower resolution grids, as the dominant direction of ﬂow is the streamwise direction. It is important to capture the dominant
ﬂow features and failure to do so may indicate the anisotropic ﬂow is poorly modelled. Xie and Castro [58] present RANS and
LES data for ﬂow over arrays of wall mounted obstacles. Grids that would normally be too coarse for LES simulations of ﬂow
over smooth bodies produced good results when applied to bluff bodies due to turbulence production being of a similar scale
to the obstacle size. Below y/H = 1.5, there are more random differences between models for u0u0 and w0w0 proﬁles and the
peaks are not captured correctly. This demonstrates how, even when using (N)LES based methods, the modelling of turbulent
stresses can have a complicated inﬂuence on the solution and it is not clear from the plotted results which model is optimal.
Some degradation is apparent from coarsening of the grid. It is evident however, that problematic regions of high turbulence
are not consistently captured. This could also indicate failures of the (N)LES models themselves (the breakdown of any
assumptions made) or the interaction of the SGS model and numerical aspects of the code.
4.2.4. Pressure differentials
The pressure gradient, dp/dx shows a wider range of results for this case. On grid B the variation is only 20% of the max-
imum value, increasing to 30% for grid D. As expected, dp/dx rises as the grid gets coarser, the numerical errors dissipating
energy. It seems that there is less scatter of dp/dx with grid than other variables, as found with the ribbed channel, making
fan choice a safer decision based on any given simulation.
4.2.5. Heat transfer
In Fig. 14, the Nusselt number is plotted along the left proﬁle given in Fig. 5. Comparison is also made with the LES of
Mathey et al. [24] since this has a similar resolution (1003), but uses the Smagorinsky model. Only one plot is reproduced
here as conclusions drawn are similar to those of the ribbed channel.
At all three locations (only the upper-most location is provided here) in the y-direction RN_CD2_B and Yosh_B maintain a
shape similar to that of the experimental data. On lower resolution grids, models fail to show the correct shape and there is
an accompanying drop in accuracy. Using grid D, the RN_CD2 scheme shows some improvement over the second order up-
wind scheme. A similar trend can be found in the z-direction proﬁles. The Yoshizawa model on grid B seems to perform par-
ticularly well though seems fortuitous given other results (see Tables A.11, A.12, A.13, A.14), where all models show some
variance in performance. Using the Smagorinsky model and a grid of 425,000 cells, Nicˇeno et al. [59] obtained accurate ther-
mal and ﬂow predictions. The Yoshizawa LES model using grid B is almost identical to the LES of Mathey et al. [24] at all y-
locations, only differing signiﬁcantly along the path A-B. Except for at the base of the cube, the RN_CD2_B model also per-
forms similarly. These results are encouraging given the LES of Mathey et al. [24] was performed on a ﬁner grid and that the
grid of a similar size to grid B [59] also produced similar results. The Leray nonlinear LES model using grid B displays a more
accurate solution between locations A–B and C–D and matches almost identically in the region B–C with that of the RN_CD2
model on grid B. This indicates the capabilities of nonlinear models to capture the more complex ﬂow features in these re-
gions, however the capability of the more simple RANS–NLES model is on the whole impressive.
The proﬁles for different z-locations showed good agreement between the experimental data and each other, even though
there are signiﬁcant differences between the SGS modelling method. Qualitatively speaking, lowering resolution from grid B
has signiﬁcant impact on the Nu proﬁles, around corners and on the faces of the cube. This may be due to poor resolution of
important scales and gradients and increased damping from the coarser grid.
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difﬁcult, although errors are lower for different z-locations than different y-locations.
On grids A and B, changing the model from RN_CD2 to RN_2UP or RN_Q worsens heat transfer predictions yet it improves
predictions on grids C and D. It is possible the 3rd order QUICK scheme better retains accuracy on coarser grids or that the
2UP scheme artiﬁcially raises heat transfer even though the ﬂow is not captured well. This may be because there is more
rotation in the ﬂow, making the use of an upwinded stencil less appropriate. Although the mean ﬂow is in the streamwise
direction, there are considerable 3D ﬂow features causing high gradients in all directions near the cube. Due to this three-
dimensional ﬂow with strong streamline curvature and anisotropy, the nonlinear SGS models perform better by around 5%
than the linear models on grids C and D. This may be due to the ﬁlter becoming larger and the subgrid scales becoming more
anisotropic instead of universal and isotropic, as assumed in more simple linear models. On grids A and B, RN_CD2 predicts
Nu to within 14–24% with experimental error for the heat transfer coefﬁcient being 5–10% [60].
All models seem to show some sensitivity to the grid. This could be due to poor resolution near boundaries with coars-
ening grids and the interaction (summation or cancelling) of modelling and discretisation errors. These are always intimately
linked in a second order solver with ODx2i truncation error terms and these will interact with the SGS model, for example, for
the Smagorinsky model, lSGS ¼ qðCSDSÞ2S.
Having more heat transfer surfaces, conjugate heat transfer and a complex ﬂow, predictive accuracy on average is expect-
edly a little worse than that of the ribbed channel. Given the additional complexity and uncertainty in boundary conditions
(inescapable for all CFD methods), heat transfer is predicted well on relatively low resolution grids. Increasing resolution be-
tween grids C and B shows a marked improvement and further reﬁnement to grid A shows no beneﬁt. It appears the large
energetic scales are well resolved on grid B but are lost to some extent on grids C and D. Given the low Reynolds number
ﬂow, a small change in grid resolution can have a large effect on which scales are resolved or modelled. In general the
SGS model changes the error between 10% and 15%, the grid having a similar effect. That these effects are of a similar mag-
nitude would also indicate the problem of separating SGS and discretisation errors, a problem largely avoided using RANS–
NLES methods.4.2.6. Heated cube discussion
The heated cube is a signiﬁcantly more complex ﬂow than that of the ribbed channel. The ﬂow from each cube in the
array inﬂuences cubes (or generally any other feature) downstream, so accurate modelling of the ﬂow is challenging in
itself. Though it is hard to see any particular trend, the results are still useful. This case shows a high dependency on grid
resolution and it is considered that the correct grid distribution is important. The numerous edges and corners create high
gradients in both velocity and temperature. Due to the large coherent structures produced, relatively coarse grids can be
used to obtain fair results in a short time, yet it would seem that once the largest scales are not resolved well, the ﬂow is
not captured correctly. Increasing the grid resolution from grid B to A did not improve results, indicating that the most
important, larger scales, have been resolved and that wall boundary conditions are imposed sufﬁciently well. The change
of resolution would also have reduced the ﬁlter width and discretisation errors, accounting for the small change in results.
This makes the ﬁlter size an important aspect that also affects the ability to separate numerical and modelling errors. Using
a higher order convective term discretisation did not improve matters and in general degraded thermal predictive
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RANS–NLES model using CD2 performed well compared to other models, possibly due to CD2 being insensitive to grid
quality [61] and that no SGS model is used. This would remove the interplay of numerical and SGS modelling errors on
different grids.
Uncertainties in the boundary conditions, for example at the base of the cube, introduce a potentially large source of error.
The conﬁned geometry of the cube makes each region highly dependent on other regions of ﬂow and accurate SGS modelling
is important yet difﬁcult to achieve. Using NLES seems attractive in this sense as numerical inﬂuences can be used to implic-
itly generate the SGS terms without explicit assumptions about the ﬂow, for example, whether the ﬂow is isotropic or highly
anisotropic as in channel ﬂows or assumptions based on boundary layer theories, which may not be particularly important
here.
4.3. CPU case
4.3.1. Flow structure
The geometrical complexity of the CPU case makes description of the resultant ﬂow rather difﬁcult. The main feature
of interest in this ﬂow however is the heated plate in the upper channel of the case. This causes the airﬂow to make a
180 turn over a short distance. This generates large vortices which are convected along the upper channel, transporting
heat away from the heater element. Due to the number of fans and ﬂow paths, there are many recirculation regions and
areas of high and low turbulent activity. The nature of the boundary conditions means that the ﬂow inlets/outlets can
have positive or negative mass transfer, meaning that it is possible for the ﬂow to change its general characteristics
in time.
4.3.2. Mean velocity proﬁles
The mean velocity proﬁle shown in Fig. 15(a) (proﬁle 5 in Fig. 6) generally shows good agreement between the CFD and
experimental data. This single proﬁle is selected to conserve space but the agreement is representative of other proﬁles. This
proﬁle is displayed as it crosses through the upper channel where the heater element is situated. Proﬁle 5 near the center (in
z) of the upper channel, shows the mean ﬂow is predicted well up until the upper half of the channel. The RN_CD2 on the
coarse grid model behaves similar to the RANS solution. Although not shown, proﬁles 3 and 4 show that the ﬂow is under-
predicted in the lower half of the upper channel. The Yoshizawa model under-predicts velocity in the upper channel. This
indicates poor modelling of anisotropy near the channel wall or increased dissipation compared to the nonlinear LES models.
This is similar to proﬁles 3 and 4 which are also near the case walls. This indicates the walls presence damps out some of the
large scale structures giving a more uniform velocity proﬁle. Mean velocities are generally under predicted as can be seen in
Table A.15.
4.3.3. Turbulence intensity proﬁles
Experimental data for proﬁle 1 (not shown) shows that the ﬂow returning from Fan 1 and the cut-out of Region 2 gives a
turbulence intensity of about 55%. Most models seem to predict the highest Ti at a greater z/W location, the highest peak
coming from the Alpha_CD2_A model at just under 50%. The same trait is found further downstream of the ﬂow at proﬁle0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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Fig. 15. Mean U velocity and Ti proﬁle.
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model. In Fig. 15(b), the RN_CD2 model is the best relation to the experimental data. For most other models, Ti is underpre-
dicted in the lower half of the channel and over predicted in the upper half.4.4. Heat transfer
From Table A.15 and the turbulent intensity proﬁles 3 and 4, it can be seen that there is a correlation between the accu-
racy of turbulence intensity and the error in Nu. As the error in Ti is reduced, so is the error in Nu and when Ti is over
predicted, so is Nu. The more dissipative models damp out smaller turbulent ﬂuctuations. The added diffusivity also in-
creases the diffusion coefﬁcient for the temperature equation (kt = Cplt/Prt), increasing heat transfer. This is why the less
dissipative RN_CD2_A model under predicts Nu even though the heat transfer enhancing turbulent motions persist. The
lowest positive error in Nu is from the Leray model. The Alpha model is normally less diffusive than the Leray model
[62], though they do give similar thermal predictions. The experimental uncertainty in Nu is around ±5% [46] and the ob-
tained results are quite reasonable given the complexity of the system. Lasance [3] uses an experiment and a steady CFD
simulation to provide insight into the effects of multiple obstacles, effects from grills and cables and concludes mismatches
of 20–30% in numerical and experimental temperatures may be expected, probably due to the unsteady character of the
ﬂow system.
Running the Alpha and RN_CD2 models on grid B showed surprisingly good results for around 18
th of the grid. The errors
are still high though, perhaps because some of the larger, dominant scales are not as well resolved, with the additional dif-
fusion raising Nu. This again shows there is scope for ﬁnding a more appropriate grid that will give both accuracy and re-
duced computational expense. It also shows that nonlinear SGS models could be useful for these types of ﬂows. It seems
however that although the nonlinear SGS models can improve thermal predictions, the computational expense could be re-
duced by using the RN_CD2 model on the same grid with potentially better results.
Most models over-predicted the values of Nu. This could be dangerous in a design context, as this would imply lower
component temperatures. From Table A.15 it is clear that both the Leray and Alpha nonlinear SGS models have greatly im-
proved heat transfer accuracy compared to the linear Smagorinsky and Yoshizawa models. The nonlinear Kosovic´ model
does not compare so well due to additional dissipation, partly due to a higher value of Cl = 0.11 rather than Cl = 0.05 for
the Leray model. Referring to Fig. 16, the Smagorinsky and Kosovic´ models are nearly identical. This means that the Kosovic´
model would not be worth the extra computational effort in the current form. Perhaps lowering the value of Cl would align
the model more with the other nonlinear models. Liu et al. [40] studies the nonlinear terms’ inﬂuence leaving Cl the same for
each model, however, no nonlinear model clearly stood out. Again, the RN_CD2model performed well in comparison to more
complex models.4.4.1. CPU case discussion
Given the complexity of the CPU case ﬂow, the various models applied generate a wider range of results than the previous
two cases. The best over all Nu proﬁle is obtained using the RN_CD2_A model. Bearing in mind the other models over-pre-
J. Tyacke, P. Tucker / Applied Mathematical Modelling 36 (2012) 3112–3133 3129dicted Nu, the lack of additional dissipation from the NLES region actually beneﬁted the ﬁnal result leaving a margin of error
between the experimental data.5. Conclusions
This work has focused on the consistent prediction of heat transfer in relation to the types of ﬂows found in and around
electronics components and systems. Due to the wide variety of solutions obtained with different RANS models, LES based
methods were investigated and compared with each other based on thermal predictive accuracy and computational efﬁ-
ciency. Bearing in mind effects on both accuracy and computational effort, the hybrid methods seem attractive, especially
the RN_CD2 model. Though this is not always the most accurate model, it has shown comparable accuracy to the variety
of other models tested at a reduced computational cost for three different ﬂows. It has also performed well at different res-
olutions, proving itself to be an adequate general method for predicting heat transfer in top-down ﬂows at low Reynolds
numbers, such as those found in electronics systems. Using the above electronics heat transfer test cases the following con-
clusions can be drawn.
 The ribbed channel geometry is insensitive to grid resolution and SGS model. Although there were small differences in
accuracy, the consistency between models is good.
 The ﬂow around the heated cube (itself in an array of cubes), turned out to be much more challenging. This case showed
much greater sensitivity to the grid resolution than the ribbed channel. Some evidence of improvement when using a
nonlinear LES model was detected, yet compared to the RANS–NLES model using second order central differences, the
extra computational effort does not seem justiﬁable. Heat transfer errors ranged from around 10–30%, mostly under-pre-
dicting Nu. Possible other sources of error are the case setup, as the epoxy base boundary condition is not well known.
 The CPU case showed the greatest sensitivity to SGS model. A strong relation between the dissipative elements, turbu-
lence intensity and thermal predictive accuracy was found. The Leray and Alpha LES models showed a marked improve-
ment over the linear models, yet again, the RANS–NLES model using second order central differences performed well,
with a relatively small error that slightly under predicted heat transfer.
 The largest scales deﬁned by geometry are the most important to resolve. This gives a top-down ﬂow type where less
emphasis may be placed on accurate wall modelling. This would imply the use of low resolution grids may be acceptable,
but the potential of a narrow range of scales may make this problematic until further studies have been carried out. One
would need reliable a priori estimates of the range of scales.
 The (N)LES-based methods provided better consistency over a wide range of geometries and turbulence models. This is
contrast to the range of results obtainable with different RANS-based methods.
 Higher order upwinded convective term treatment did not show any consistent beneﬁt. Higher order central differencing
showed some improvement and may be useful in some cases. Alternatively, a larger ﬁlter to separate numerical and mod-
elling errors may be used. Use of a fully higher order discretisation may give rise to more accurate heat transfer but this
would likely be outweighed by increased computational effort.
 For almost any case, grid and SGS model, the heat transfer was predicted to within around 40%. Though this is not par-
ticularly accurate, given the uncertainty in problem deﬁnition and boundary conditions, variety in modelling methods
and ﬂow types, this is promising and more consistent than (U)RANS methods. There may still be signiﬁcant errors due
to problem deﬁnition and boundary conditions, yet the RANS–NLES model with second order central differencing seemed
to give reliable results overall.
 Results suggest boundary conditions and grid (indirectly, (N)LES ﬁlter width) requirements are areas of importance. The
latter requirements could be addressed with better prior knowledge of the scales of motion. However, promising results
have been obtained on grids that may be considered to be of low resolution.
 The assumptions of SGS models were brought into question and some effort was made to investigate the existence (or
non-existence) of an inertial subrange [39]. Some evidence of such a range was found, although it is probably rather short.
This also raises the issue of how large the ﬁlter should be in relation to the grid and scales of motion in each system. The
good performance of RANS–NLES may be attributable to the fact that no assumption is made about the SGS stresses as is
done with an explicit model.
 Use of lower-resolution grids, successive grid reﬁnement and parallel processing combine to bring signiﬁcant time sav-
ings. This should make the use of (N)LES based methods more accessible in the near future for electronics design.
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See Tables A.8, A.9, A.10, A.11, A.12, A.13, A.14 and A.15.
Table A.8
Ribbed channel average proﬁle errors (%) (121  112  67 grid).
Variable Model
Smag Yosh Ler a Kos RL RNCD2 RN2U RNQ LerCD4 aCD4 KosCD4
U/U0 22.1 21.6 21.7 21.6 21.4 19.6 19.6 17.2 20.7 16.4 17.9 20.9
V/U0 43.2 42.1 41.3 42.7 43.6 42.6 42.4 38.0 44.0 44.1 43.5 46.0
u0u01=2=U0 23.3 22.3 21.4 21.0 22.5 22.2 21.4 20.9 21.7 20.0 21.0 22.4
v 0v 01=2=U0 20.3 20.7 19.7 20.2 21.1 20.5 18.4 25.0 16.7 18.0 19.3 21.1
u0v 01=2=U0  1000 57.6 58.9 56.4 58.1 59.0 57.5 57.1 63.8 58.4 51.3 53.6 59.3
dp/dxa 6.1 5.9 6.6 7.0 6.4 6.0 5.9 7.0 6.1 6.9 6.7 7.0
LR 5.7 5.7 5.6 5.8 5.7 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.0 5.1 5.3 5.5
Nu 9.4 13.7 14.0 13.6 12.0 10.7 13.3 12.5 13.4 12.1 12.7 10.6
a Entries for dp/dx and LR are not the percentage error but the actual values.
Table A.9
Ribbed channel average proﬁle errors (%) (121  112  33 grid).
Variable Model
Smag Yosh Ler a Kos RL RNCD2 RN2U RNQ LerCD4 aCD4 KosCD4
U/U0 21.4 27.2 25.3 24.2 24.8 21.9 27.4 21.9 21.2 19.6 20.6 22.2
V/U0 45.4 50.5 49.5 45.0 48.6 40.4 47.8 47.0 43.3 41.9 44.4 47.5
u0u01=2=U0 24.1 23.5 21.7 20.9 21.6 22.7 23.5 22.4 21.7 19.9 19.6 22.7
v 0v 01=2=U0 24.3 24.0 22.1 22.0 24.0 23.2 22.6 28.4 20.4 18.3 19.3 23.6
u0v 01=2=U0  1000 55.7 59.6 55.2 54.9 58.3 55.2 59.1 71.1 65.9 54.3 54.5 58.1
dp/dxa 6.1 5.9 6.0 5.8 7.0 6.0 6.2 6.3 6.0 6.2 6.2 7.0
LR 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 5.2 5.0 5.4
Nu 11.2 13.1 14.7 14.7 9.7 11.5 15.9 11.9 11.8 9.4 9.5 8.3
a Entries for dp/dx and LR are not the percentage error but the actual values.
Table A.10
Ribbed channel average proﬁle errors (%) (62  57  17 grid).
Variable Model
Smag Yosh Ler a Kos RL RNCD2 RN2U RNQ LerCD4 aCD4 KosCD4
U/U0 24.8 26.7 24.6 26.4 22.5 25.9 26.9 23.6 22.7 23.9 26.4 21.1
V/U0 44.4 49.8 46.2 47.0 44.0 46.4 50.8 54.0 40.2 40.1 48.0 45.1
u0u01=2=U0 21.8 22.8 21.3 21.8 22.5 21.9 22.6 28.6 22.8 20.5 22.6 23.7
v 0v 01=2=U0 29.7 23.9 21.4 26.5 32.3 29.6 24.0 33.3 30.9 22.7 24.4 31.1
u0v 01=2=U0  1000 64.8 62.5 57.2 62.2 63.1 63.4 62.5 83.5 74.3 60.5 63.1 63.6
dp/dxa 6.6 4.4 6.2 5.7 7.4 6.5 4.4 6.1 5.6 6.3 5.8 7.4
LR 5.8 5.4 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.0 6.8 7.5 6.8 6.0 6.1 6.2
Nu 7.2 24.7 12.3 17.7 8.7 16.1 24.7 23.5 21.2 11.7 15.0 9.0
a Entries for dp/dx and LR are not the percentage error but the actual values.
Table A.11
Cube array average proﬁle errors (%) (109  109  109 grid).
Variable (proﬁle direction) Average direction Model
Smag Yosh Ler a Kos RL RNCD2 RN2U RNQ
U/U0 (y/H) x/H 7.0 4.9 6.2 7.8 5.5 5.6 4.7 6.8 9.3
U/U0 (z/H) x/H 19.0 20.0 24.0 27.3 21.4 14.3 16.7 17.5 24.6
u0u0=U0U0 ðy=HÞ x/H 17.3 17.4 16.7 15.4 16.7 17.0 16.6 24.5 19.2
w0w0=U0U0 ðy=HÞ x/H 32.3 28.3 28.3 28.1 31.8 33.4 31.3 22.1 22.9
dp/dxa – 6.8 8.0 6.4 7.0 7.6 6.8 7.1 8.9 8.2
Nu y/H 28.8 27.3 22.2 24.4 22.2 22.9 23.8 26.9 31.3
z/H 23.5 22.7 16.1 19.1 17.8 19.2 19.8 24.5 29.6
a Entries for dp/dx are not the percentage error but the actual values.
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Table A.12
Cube array average proﬁle errors (%) (75  75  75 grid).
Variable (proﬁle
direction)
Average
direction
Model
Smag Yosh Ler a Kos RL RNCD2 RN2U RNQ LerCD4 aCD4 KosCD4
U/U0 (y/H) x/H 5.8 5.4 7.5 5.0 4.2 5.0 6.8 5.3 7.4 4.2 7.2 5.3
U/U0 (z/H) x/H 10.9 6.5 16.3 12.8 8.6 5.4 8.2 8.0 8.2 8.9 12.8 5.0
u0u0=U0U0 ðy=HÞ x/H 24.9 27.9 21.6 19.2 20.1 25.7 19.9 35.9 29.5 18.4 18.4 19.1
w0w0=U0U0 ðy=HÞ x/H 27.5 29.9 30.1 28.2 26.0 29.8 30.8 24.2 18.1 29.5 28.4 28.7
dp/dxa – 8.0 8.6 7.7 7.4 8.3 6.8 7.7 8.4 7.6 9.1 7.4 7.9
Nu y/H 22.9 15.8 19.8 19.9 19.0 19.0 18.4 29.0 30.2 18.4 21.5 20.6
z/H 16.5 13.1 14.1 13.7 12.6 13.4 14.0 23.0 25.4 12.9 15.6 15.5
a Entries for dp/dx are not the percentage error but the actual values.
Table A.13
Cube array average proﬁle errors (%) (53  51  53 grid).
Variable (proﬁle
direction)
Average
direction
Model
Smag Yosh Ler a Kos RL RNCD2 RN2U RNQ LerCD4 aCD4 KosCD4
U/U0 (y/H) x/H 7.6 8.5 6.6 6.9 5.7 8.5 6.1 10.8 9.4 5.6 6.7 5.9
U/U0 (z/H) x/H 8.5 10.8 8.6 10.0 10.4 8.0 11.0 6.4 8.4 15.0 12.6 12.9
u0u0=U0U0 ðy=HÞ x/H 25.2 41.1 30.7 30.4 30.6 31.5 20.7 49.4 27.0 20.8 25.3 31.4
w0w0=U0U0 ðy=HÞ x/H 30.0 32.0 26.3 29.2 29.9 34.9 33.9 30.8 22.6 22.7 24.6 25.9
dp/dxa – 8.5 8.5 7.7 7.3 8.3 7.2 6.8 7.8 7.0 7.5 7.5 9.2
Nu y/H 41.4 40.6 36.1 36.4 34.8 36.5 40.4 45.7 46.6 39.0 38.3 34.9
z/H 32.0 30.8 24.6 25.2 24.2 26.6 29.5 37.8 39.1 28.2 28.2 24.4
a Entries for dp/dx are not the percentage error but the actual values.
Table A.14
Cube array average proﬁle errors (%) (41  45  41 grid).
Variable (proﬁle
direction)
Average
direction
Model
Smag Yosh Ler a Kos RL RNCD2 RN2U RNQ LerCD4 aCD4 KosCD4
U/U0 (y/H) x/H 10.6 11.3 9.3 9.2 11.5 10.5 8.1 9.3 9.8 6.9 7.0 8.2
U/U0 (z/H) x/H 11.4 11.6 9.3 9.8 14.4 16.5 9.6 10.7 9.8 9.3 13.5 15.0
u0u0=U0U0 ðy=HÞ x/H 45.3 42.5 33.7 40.9 45.8 50.1 32.1 60.7 43.9 29.0 26.7 45.1
w0w0=U0U0 ðy=HÞ x/H 32.3 37.3 30.5 28.4 29.5 33.0 35.1 29.4 31.0 23.6 24.5 28.3
dp/dxa – 7.9 8.6 7.5 7.5 9.8 7.5 6.9 7.7 7.2 7.7 7.6 9.4
Nu y/H 41.8 41.3 35.6 35.7 34.3 36.0 34.2 38.9 40.7 37.7 38.7 35.6
z/H 36.2 35.3 28.6 28.9 27.8 30.2 30.0 33.2 36.4 29.9 31.2 28.5
a Entries for dp/dx are not the percentage error but the actual values.
Table A.15
CPU case average proﬁle errors (%) for all variables and grids.
Variable (proﬁle direction) Averaged proﬁles Model
Smag_A Yosh_A Ler_A a_A Kos_A RL_A RN_CD2_A a_B RN_CD2_B
U/U0 1–6 15.4 19.4 17.8 17.7 16.3 17.7 14.8 13.8 15.5
Ti 1–6 23.4 25.6 22.9 20.8 26.1 21.6 18.4 25.0 26.4
Nux – 38.2 36.2 19. 23.4 37.6 28.3 16.6 269.0 85.1
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